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Nobroker.com co‐founders Amit Kumar Agarwal and Akhil Gupta believe that
advertising on traditional OOH formats like hoardings and gantries will give the
brand a looming presence in the target markets
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Looking for a home to rent without shelling out dear money on brokerage is the dream that is seldom fulfilled. Well,
not anymore. Nobroker is quickly planning to establish its footing in all the top 20 cities within the country, at a rate of
2 cities per month, to rescue people tangled in brokerage. Aimed at directly establishing contacts with the tenants
and the landlords, this startup is what every potential tenant has been waiting for. The brokerage industry holds $4.3
billion, which is essentially a deadweight loss to the tenants. With Nobroker, this loss is eliminated and the money
retains with the tenants.
With 76 employees currently, Nobroker has been launched in Mumbai, Bengaluru, Pune and Chennai. The
company that has established itself in the real estate market a while ago, has now turned to OOH advertising to
expand their reach.
In conversation with the cofounders of Nobroker.com, the relevance of OOH advertising for a start up like theirs was
laid bare. Amit Kumar Agarwal, CoFounder and CEO, and Akhil Gupta, Cofounder and CTO, are relentlessly
working towards achieving what is very likely the next big thing in the real estate industry. Saurabh Garg, angel
investor and mentor for Nobroker, also spoke about the need for OOH for the brand.
Amit Kumar Agarwal, an alumnus of IIT Kanpur and IIM Ahmedabad, and Akhil Gupta, who has a dual degree in B.
Tech and M. Tech from IIT Bombay, have ventured into the field of real estate hoping to do away with the need for a
broker while renting a house in the near future. With their OOH campaigns they are seeking to spread this word out
to the people. Edited excerpts of the interview:
What was the idea behind the inception of Nobroker.com and how important do you deem your services to be in
the present scenario? Where do you see the company in the future?
Nobroker.com was conceived with the idea of completely eliminating the need for the intermediary between the
tenant and the owner. Need for brokerage came with the presence of an information gap between the two parties.
This information gap is being bridged by Nobroker. Thus, both the parties carrying out the transaction are left better
off and the money retains in the hands of the tenants and the owners. In a few years, we look forward to a complete
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elimination of the need for brokerage. Each of our owners are verified with the help of an algorithms, so that the
brokers are kept out.
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The brand name became popular on the digital medium first. So, what made you transition from digital to OOH?
Our TG involves two sets of people. The first being the tenants who fall anywhere between the age group of 2240
and the second are the owners, who generally are above 35 years of age. While the tenants are largely active
online, the presence of the owners online isn’t very prominent. We had to venture into the latter’s comfort zone to
reach out to them. Outdoor was the best way to make sure the owners came on board as well.
With investments coming in, what are the changes that the company will see? Are you looking to expand your
outdoor marketing?
Since it’s a peer to peer business, the purpose is to ensure that the technology enables the transaction between the
tenants and the owners to happen without a middleman. Here the major expense for us falls within marketing and
development of technology. Given our bullish expansion plans, we are going to be aggressive in all our marketing
initiatives online and offline. We plan to expand our marketing efforts to all the cities that we will be present in.
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What are the current outdoor campaigns that you have executed? What are the agencies that you have been
associated with?
We launched our campaign in Mumbai during the inception. Currently we’ve been advertising outdoor on 50
hoardings and gantries across Bengaluru. This is in addition to the radio campaign that we executed in Mumbai and
Bengaluru. For our outdoor campaign, Laqshya Media Group has been our media partner. Our creative support
comes from Contentainment Experimental Marketing.
Are you looking at any other formats for outdoor advertising, digital billboards may be?
Our current focus is on hoardings and gantry as this will help us get maximum reach with our target consumer.
Digital OOH is something that we are evaluating. We’ll execute a pilot and carry it further based on the results.
How has the reception been to your outdoor advertising campaign?
It’s been great. We’ve been in Bengaluru for a year, but since we’ve started outdoor people have started recognising
us. People who might’ve seen us on Facebook will be able to recollect our brand name better because of outdoor
advertising.
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